Constant worry with the inability to do anything perfectly mimics symptoms of anxiety and depression. An
absurd paradox which seems to have seeped into the hearts and minds of so many of us over the last two
years. We have been exposed, made vulnerable. We are fatigued and frustrated.

We attempt to move forward but we are afraid to hang on and afraid to let go. As we hover in stagnation a bit
longer, allow me to suggest this might simply be the moment we need to recognize what remains.
Life is stripped down, an almost acoustic soundtrack filled with incredible tracks you can actually hear because
you were still enough to listen. You’ve been able to tune out societal pressures and listen to the songs your
soul has been singing but you were too busy to know it was more than just background music. You’ve listened
long enough to memorize the words, sing along, and honor it. You know beyond a shadow of a doubt what
matters the most now.

This is all any of us need and precisely what Hospitality House seeks to provide women experiencing
homelessness. What remains for those experiencing homelessness is different from you, but you have the
power to be a balancing force for the lives of every client who walks through our doors.
YOU are what remains for the most vulnerable among us.

Will you listen to your heart and give the most important and powerful gifts

of home, health, and hope?

They say retirement is when you stop living at work and
starting working on living. We spend a lifetime dreaming
and working towards it. Sarah was no different. She never
dreamed she would be homeless, let alone in her twilight
years. Her heartbreaking story is becoming a common
narrative in our elderly communities.

Shortly after Sarah retired, her husband was diagnosed
with terminal cancer. She stayed at her husband’s bedside
for two years before he passed. Losing the love of her life
was not the only core-shaking change she would
experience. Drowning in medical bills and riddled with grief,
Sarah’s finances began to crumble and she was evicted.
The world can be so very unjust and cruel.
Sarah came to Hospitality House after exhausting her time
at another emergency shelter. Surprisingly, she arrived at
Hospitality House in high spirits. Sarah had heard good
things and believed our program was exactly what she
needed.
With a fixed income, long waitlists, and an eviction on her
record, Sarah dove into the work with her case manager.
In every case management meeting, Sarah was meeting
her goals and then some. Her energetic and hopeful
efforts inspired both residents and staff.
The process was tedious but Sarah just kept saying,
“everything will work out, it always does.”
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Sarah was right. 10 weeks into her stay she was accepted
into a 2-year transitional program. With the assurance of a
roof over her head, Sarah left Hospitality House all smiles
waiting for the next door to open.

SUPPORTIVE CASE

Hospitality House must remain for women like Sarah.

MANAGEMENT

YOU make Hospitality House possible.
Will you help us remain by making your gift today?
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